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Introduction
This thesis explores links between contemporary intelligence theories, parent language,
socioeconomic status, and metacognitive private speech. It addresses these connections through a
literature review of published studies, and an empirical study conducted with local early

childhood education centers.
This study began as an exploration of how children perceive intelligence, but upon diving
into the research, it became clear that there were many layers to intelligence and learning about
how children understand it; and so the thesis developed, based on multiple theories and studies.
The following section explains the theories and concepts used to drive the research, methods, and

overall direction of the study. Because intelligence cannot be defined in one singular way, there
are other concepts that need to be understood to make conclusions or inferences about the data

that is being presented.

Intellígence Theories
There are two major camps when it comes to intelligence theories - these are known as

incremental and entity theorists; they can be found in both scholarly literature and every day,
lay-persons' belief system. Incremental theorists believe that human attributes or traits like

intelligence are changeable through hard work. Entity theorists, on the other hand, believe that
attributes are fixed and cannot be changed (Burnette, O'Boyle, VanEpps, Pollack, & Finkel,
2013; Haimovitz, Wormington, & Corpus, 2011). Incremental and entity theorists are terms used

to describe lay-people's beliefs and characteristics of themselves. Incremental theorists are found
to be more mastery oriented, meaning they focus on mastering something challenging, whereas
entity theorists are more helpless oriented, and may give into failures or give up on a challenging
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task (Burnette et al., 2013). Haimovitz and Dweck (2016) defined the same concepts as

performance and learning orientations, where performance oriented parents see failure as

debilitating and learning oriented parents have a focus on how to improve and learn from failure.

Socioeconomic Status
Socioeconomic status (SES) is a variable measured by education, occupation, and income
(Hanscombe et al., 2012; Thompson & Foster, 2013). But it is important to note that
socioeconomic stafus is a complex variable, and sources outside of the three measurements can
have an influence on how a child is affected. Hanscombe et al. (2012) studied alarge

population-based UK twin sample where they looked at IQ from infancy to adolescence. It was
found that the total IQ variance was found to be greater in lower SES families. Hanscombe et al.
(2012) was looking for the gene-environment interaction in IQ, and instead found an
environment-environment interaction, especially when it came to children with lower SES
backgrounds. The genetic influence on IQ is the same asross the board, but shared environmental
influence is greater in more disadvantaged backgrounds and explains more of the variance when

it comes to IQ testing performance. Thompson and Foster (2013) found that parent education
levels are correlated with occupation levels, as one might expect; but that socialization

of

advanced reasoning language was primarily linked to low occupational status and associated

parenting stress levels. It was also found that children from lower SES backgrounds are often
exposed to less intellectual discussion and questions that would bring awareness to the child's

own knowledge. Home language environment and parent/child dynamics were found to be

linked to children's metacognitive reasoning.

Metacognitive private speech
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Manning et al. (1994) defines metacognitive private speech as overt selÊtalk that reflects
children's awareness and regulation of their own thinking. Children may utter things such as 'I
can do

it' or 'try

again' when it is metacognitive private speech. It is considered to be a higher

level of speech and is often helpful when a child is facing difficulty because it is more
motivational than other forms of speech. It can involve correcting, reinforcing, solving, and
coping, all of which are helpful when it comes to facing a difficult task or challenge (Chiu &

Alexander, 2000). Metacognitive private speech is different from other types of private speech.
For example, nonfacilitative private speech can inhibit or stop the effort being put into a task
because the child rnay give up or question why they are doing the task. Cognitive private speech

is speech that is directed toward the task at hand, which can include questions, descriptions, or
focus words (Chiu & Alexander,2000). Sawyer (2017) discusses the importance of studying

private speech during the preschool years, when it's at its peak during the preschool age, and
once the child advances past five or six years old. With time, typically post-kindergarten private
speech happens less frequently and starts to become more internalized before it ultimately

disappears altogether.

In the tasks involved in Sawyer's (2017) study, the researchers found that children's
performance was positively correlated with the frequency and proportion of their metacognitive

private speech, suggesting a self-regulatory function. They also found that children's
performance was negatively correlated with the proportion of motivational private speech.
Sawyer (2017) distinguished between motivational private speech and metacognitive private
speech, with motivational including self-encouragement or evaluation, and metacognitive

including finding solutions, monitoring errors, andlor reflecting upon the goal-oriented task
process. Chiu and Alexander (2000) found that metacognitive private speech was correlated with
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mastery behavior, possibly due to the fact that metacognitive private speech can be motivational,
and because mastery motivation may cause expression of "selÊreinforcing private speech."

Mastery motivation

According to Chiu and Alexander (2000), mastery motivation is "operationalized

as

children's persistence or desire for independence in completing challenging tasks" (p. 138). The
emphasis of the definition is on effort, not outcome.

A child who tries hard has mastery

motivation, whether they succeed at the task or not. Although the child likely wants to succeed,
success does not define mastery motivation. Most mastery motivation research is done

with

infants or toddlers, so self-talk and mastery motivation are not usually studied together (Chiu &
Alexander, 2000). So, there may be an interaction between self-talk and persistence that has not
yet been linked. Mastery motivation can be viewed as a combination between persistence and the
desire to accomplish a task, specifically without adult help. Mastery motivation was "mirrored in
the proportion of verbal self-monitoring and selÊencouragement" (Chiu

& Alexander, 2000, p.

150), which may be linked to metacognitive private speech since it is often motivational and

correcting.
The mastery-approach is focused on attaining competence for a particular task (Cury,

Elliot, Da Fonseca, & Moller,2006). Mastery-oriented children are "not easily discouraged by
diflrcult achievement problems" (Hokoda & Fincham,1995,p.375), and may have leaming
goals that cause self-monitoring statements, rather than attributional ones. These children also
tend to make self-monitoring statements that are task-related when faced with failure, as well as

making more positive statements and maintaining high expectations for future success (Hokoda

& Fincham, 1995).
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Sawyer (2017) conceptually related mastery motivation in preschool-aged children wìth
the construct of mastery orientation in school-aged children and adults. Children who have a
mastery orientation have goals of learning new skills and are often driven by intrinsic

motivation. Children who have a performance orientation are driven by extrinsic motivation and
may be more concemed with rewards or positive statements about the work they did. This relates
back to the intelligence theori

es'.

incremental theorists are thought to be more mastery oriented,

whereas entity theorists are thought to be more performance oriented. The researchers positively

linked mastery-approach goals (attaining task-based competence; ex: "I want to leam as much

as

possible") and mastery-avoidance goals (avoiding task-based incompetence; ex: "I want to avoid
learning less than I could") to incremental theory, and performance-approach (attaining

normative competence; ex: "I want to do better than other students") and performance-avoidance
goals (avoiding normative incompetence; "I want to avoid doing worse than other students") to
entiîy theory (Cury, Elliot, Da Fonseca, & Moller, 2006). But these theories are linked to older

children and adults, not preschool children. Sawyer (2011) found that preschool children that
ranked highly in their frequency of playful private speech also ranked highly in mastery

motivation, and that their proportion of partially internalized private speech was also correlated
positively with mastery motivation.

Concepts of

ability

Studies show that children younger than five have some understanding of relationships
between traits and mental states, though often with age-typical confusions. For example, younger

children consider prosocial behavior when defining the terms 'osmart," whereas elementary
school children and older focus on knowledge and academic abilities (Heyman, Gee, & Giles,
2003). "Children tended to infer that someone who found a task easy to do is smarter than
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someone who found the task

difficult." (Heyman, Gee, & Giles, 2003,p.522). They also found

that children's awareness of high effort and positive outcomes are related, and that children are
more likely to expect that intellectual ability matches with social traits in valence; but they are
aware of, or

will

agree with the idea that an individual can be smart and mean, etc. Thompson

and Thornton (2006, 2014) found that preschoolers with high theory of mind scores tended to
reduce effort on a collaborative task (balloon inflation game) when they could reason that others

were ignorant of each others' contribution. Younger preschoolers without this ability behaved as

if

everyone was working as hard as possible. Young children tend to assume that someone

will

put in their best effort, but they do not also assume that this effort will result in success. Heyman,
Gee, and Giles (2003) discussed the concept of a dual schema hypothesis, where the effort
schema assumes that high effort, positive outcomes, and high ability are strongly related, and

where the perceived difficulty schema assumes that someone who perceives a task as more

difficult than others lacks the competence to easily complete the task. These two schemas can be
activated at different times, depending on the current situation. Muenks, Wigfield, and Eccles
(2018) discussed calibration, the difference between students'expected and actual performance.
Students who are "well-calibrated" have more accurate expectations of their performance, and

poorly calibrated students tend to over- or under-estimate their performance. Calibration is often
viewed as a central component of self-regulation and metacognition, since the level of a
student's calibration can influence their motivation, study behaviors, and achievement. They also
found that calibration accuracy gets better over time.

Parent Influence

Haimovitz and Dweck (2016) found that parents' intelligence mindsets were not
significantly related to their children's mindsets about intelligence, but instead the parent failure
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rnindsets were linked to the children's intelligence mindsets. Parents with "failure-is-debilitating

mind-set" were lnore likely to have children that believed intelligence is fixed, with an emphasis
on performance rather than learning. The pattern was found to exist even when controlling for

parents' perceptions of the children's competence. Hairnovitz and Dweck (2016) also found that

children's perceptions of their parents' failure mindsets were significantly related to the
children's failure mindset. But, this pattem did not follow for intelligence mindsets, only for
failure mindsets.
Hokoda and Fincharn (1995) found that mothers of mastery children may be more
sensitive to their children's ability or self-worth beliefs. They were found to make more

attributions to their children's high ability than mothers of helpless children. "In the face of
failures, mothers of helpless children showed less positive affect and failed to increase mastery
or task-focused teaching statements" (Hokoda

& Fincham,1995, p. 382). Without their mothers

present, "helpless" children showed an increase in negative affect as well as performance

deterioration. On the other hand, mothers of mastery children showed an increase in
task-oriented behaviors and maintained high positive affect throughout the "impossible puzzle"
task that they were given. Without the mothers present, mastery children showed positive affect
and persistence, the opposite of the helpless children. The researchers found that mothers

of

mastery children reassured their children of their high ability when the children expressed

low-ability statements, and often also provided

a task-oriented or teaching statement.

In contrast,

when helpless children made low-ability statements, mothers tended to suggest the child quit or
move on to the next task. But, there was no difference between the amount of statements related
to performance and leaming goals between mothers of helpless and mastery children. Hokoda
and Fincham (1995) found that mothers of mastery children increased their teaching during
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insolvable puzzles, whereas helpless mothers did not adapt their teaching behaviors based on the

difficulty of the task. Mothers of helpless children were more likely to not respond with feedback
when the child asked for help, displaying helpless behavior.

Reciprocal

So

cialization

The concept of reciprocal socialization is the idea that parents' behavior is often affected

by children's emergent behavior as they cognitively advance, as much as children's development
is affected by their parents' behavior. Reciprocal socialization variables may stem from the

child's intellectual development, particularly language ability (Thompson & Foster, 2013). The
Thompson and Foster (2013) study looked at children's productive and receptive language
development, as we did with the Test of Early Language Development (TELD), as well as their
age, as variables that would partially predict the intellectual complexity of parents' scaffolding

language. Similarly, for our study, productive and receptive language may be connected to

parents'questions and statements as well as the "type" (incremental/entity) of language they
produce.
Other reciprocal models (e.g., Barry et al. 2005) help illustrate the links between poverty,

child characteristics, and parenting stress. Parenting stress is predicted by educational attainment,
which has been known to covary with occupational status and income (Thompson and Williams,
2006). Reciprocal socialization within the parent-child relationship may be shaped by low
education per se, and resulting disadvantages. Recent studies have shown that home language
environment and parent-child dynamics are linked to children's metacognitive reasoning
(Hughes and Ensor, 2006).
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Methodological Design and Logic
Developmental research in psychology often involves direct interaction with children and
other participants. While it may be simple to hand parents a questionnaire or two to hnd out what
they are thinking or how they act, it is not the same procedure when it comes to children.
Because we are dealing with children in the preschool age category,

it is much more challenging

to directly ask questions. Of course, we did directly ask some questions to see their overall
understanding, but children tend to show more through unprompted language during activities. A

lot of child research is based on tasks and games that children will feel comfortable doing, and
this type of research is rarely done in a lab, in order to preserve ecological validity. We devised a
game based on previous research that would hopefully elicit language from the children that

could be used for data analysis. Because children vary so much in terms of language ability,
knowledge, and expression, there is rarely a uniform response to a task. This is also why it is
important to create a baseline - for example, in our study, we conducted a baseline language
assessment before the task was created.

Based on the current literature, we came to the conclusion that

if socioeconomic

status

can influence how parents interact with their children and the language environment that they

provide for their children, that differences in socioeconomic status may also be linked to a

child's metacognitive language during a task.

Vy'e

wanted to compare language related to ability

and achievement between parents and their children, and also between levels of socioeconomic
status. We also developed a self-report instrument for parents designed to reveal what they were
aware of in terms of their children's own abilities.

P artic ip

ant

Re

cruitment
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Participants were recruited from two preschools in the Southern Maine area. Recruitment

flyers were placed in the classrooms with teacher permission, and participant packets were either
placed in parent mailboxes or handed to parents. All parents were told that the study was
completely voluntary and were given the choice whether or not to return the forms. All materials
used for recruitment and data collection were approved by the USM IRB board and can be found

in the Appendix A, along with the IRB research approval letter. Once parent consent was given,
child assent was sought prior to beginning any activities. On the day that the child was going to
be particìpating, the child was specifically asked

if they wanted to go with the researcher to

participate. It was also made clear that if they wanted to stop the task, they may.

Subject Pool

Nine children from the high SES school (Mage:4.94,
female, 6 male) and their parents (M age : 41.12, SD

:

3.17, range

We also collected parent data from the low SES school (N

:

SD:

:

7;

:

1.47
37

,range:4.4 - 5.1;3

.44

-

45.45; all female).

M age: 4I.I2, SD : 2.28, range

35.47 - 41.15; 6 female, 1 male).

Measure of Socioeconomic Status
Parents were asked to

fiIl out a version of the Barratt (2006)

measure for SES, which was

modified to fit our study. The questions included information about both the parents of the
children in the study and their grandparents. The data collected included marital status, level of
schooling, and family work information. The full measure is in the Appendix 81. This

information was used to measure the socioeconomic status of each family.
We also know that categorically, one school was high SES and the other was low. In
order to qualiff for Head Start, there are specific criteria one must meet, which include whether
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the family qualifies for free or reduced lunch, and the income of the family. So, without knowing
the specifics of each family, we know on a general basis that there is a distinction between the

two schools and data

sets.

Parent Achievement Scenario Questionnaire
The open-ended task achievement scenario questions were used to assess parent language
when it came to their perceptions of their child's success/failure and effort. The instructions told
parents to imagine they are with their child in the situations described, and to include

brief

descriptive phrases of how they would respond. This questionnaire included questions like

"Imagine your child is playing with blocks and attempting to build something quite difficult (e.g.
a

tall building). 'What do you say to encourage or motivate them?" This questionnaire was used

to code for Incremental/Enfiry responses and to collect data on questions and statements in their
language. These questions were based on other assessments, and the researchers' projections

of

what questions would reflect Incremental and Entity responses. The full questionnaire is in the
Appendix 82.

Parent Achievement Orientation Scales
Based on published efficacy and achievement studies (e.g. Haimovitz

& Dweck, 2016;

Blackwell, Tresniewski, & Dweck,200l; Burnette, etal.,2013; Cury, eta1.,2006; Frome &
Eccles, 1998), we developed the Parent Achievement Orientation Scales with Likert scale
questions that ranged from

I to

5,

with 1 being "never/very rarely" and

5 being "very

often/a1ways." This questionnaire included questions and statements, and parents had to indicate

how likely they would be to say the statement or something similar during a task, like putting
together apuzzle or building a block tower. Questions included "You are really good at this
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(when the results ARE NOT very successful)" and "You are really good at this (when the results

ARE very successful)." The fulI questionnaire is in the Appendix B3. These questions, like the
open-ended questions, were created on the basis of prior research relevant to the constructs

of

Incremental and Entity mindsets in parents. This questionnaire was coded for Incremental/Entity
responses to create atotal score for the parents.

TELD-3
The TELD-3, or the Test of Early Language Developmenf, (Hresko, Reid & Hammill,
1999) broadly assesses a

child's language development. The two sections are Expressive (i.e.

productive language) and Receptive Language (i.e. comprehension), and the scores from these
sections are computed to give composite scores, percentile rankings, and age-norm scores. This
assessment was used as a baseline measure for overall language so that we could account

for

variation in language ability when analyzingmetacognitive private speech frequency during the
Fishing Task.

Fishing Task
The fishing task was based on the Sawyer Fishing Task (2017), which included a toy

fishing rod with a magnet for a "lure" and magnetic plastic fish. Some were easy, some were
moderately hard, and one was impossible to catch due to weight distribution, relative to the
magnet. Sawyer (2017) measured persistence by looking at the time the child spent trying to
catch the impossible f,rsh.

Our version of the task used six wooden fish with magnets on the bottom. They were

color coded, so the easy were green, the red were of medium difficulty, and the yellow were
impossible. The easy fish had the largest magnet, and the medium fish had a smaller magnet. Our
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"impossible" fîsh did not have a magnet at all. Children used a fishing pole with a magnet on the
end to catch the fish. The fish were placed randomly in a small space, with the colors spread out.

An example of what the setup would look like can be seen in the visual below.

/.

a

)
I

Chiu and Alexander (2000) used a similar fishing task, looking at the persistence on the
task overall, and the total utterances during the task. They found that total utterances may be

influenced by motivation to complete the task, time spent on the task, or their tendency for
private speech.
Vy'e used

the fishing task to test for metacognitive private speech, as the primary type

of

private speech. Children were given instructions on the task by the researcher, and told they had

five minutes to play the fishing game. Transcripts from the task were recorded so that private
speech could be coded for on or off task language. On task language was coded as

metacognitive, and then was broken down fuither into categories. This is explained in the section
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on coding child language. The goal was to see how often the children talked, and how they

talked about the task. The researcher did their best not to engage during the task, and only to
respond to the child when directly addressed.

Child Task Reflection Questions
The researcher established a set of questions, posed to each child after f,rnishing the
frshing task to see how the child viewed their own success/failure and to ask broader questions
related to their own perceptions of ability and intelligence. This allowed us to see how the child

felt about the task and their achievements, to

see how they

felt about others' abilities, and to

collect data on their metacognitive reasoning about what ability and what "being smart" means.
The full list of questions can be found in the Appendix.

Coding Parent Language
Parent language was coded using two data collection instruments developed for this

project: fhe Parent Achievement Scenario Questionnaire (PASQ) and the Parent Achievement
Orientation Scales (PAOS). The open-ended questionnaire responses were coded for being
interrogative in structure (questions) versus declarative structures (statements). Those questions
and statements were then categorized as either having an Incremental orientation or Entity

orientation, and whether they were positive or negative in overall tone.
The Likert questionnaire items of the PAOS were designed to elicit either Incremental or

Entity orientations responses, and then configured so that low responses ( I or 2) were recorded
as

"Entity" and high responses (4 or 5) were recorded

as "Incremental." Responses of

"3" were

classified as neutral. The scores from each question were added together, creating a minimum
score of 6 (strongly leaning towards

"Entily") and a maximum score of 30 (strongly leaning
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towards "Incremental"). Low scores predicted Entilt mindset oriented parents, and high scores
predicted Incremental minded parents.

Coding Child Language

All children's

language during the task was transcribed, and the transcriptions were used

to code individual utterances. The total number of utterances was collected, and then a
proportional score was created for the amount of language that was on task. On task language
was coded into "prompted' or "unprompted' language, with unprompted language being coded
as metacognitive private speech.

All

on task language was coded in four categories:

prompted/unprompted, question/statement, internal/external, and positive/negative.

Statistical Analyses

All parent and child utterances for the analyses were computed

as a

proportion of total

language production. Proportional scores are typically used in behavioral and linguistic coding
research in order to control for individual differences in children's language ability, verbosity,
and, for parents, differences in length of response in the parent questionnaires.

All recorded

data

were uploaded into SPSS for statistical analysis. The primary analyses consisted of bivariate
Pearson correlations among child language data, parent questionnaire language and achievement

orientation scale scores, controlling for age and language ability. Other analyses explored group
differences between high and low SES family data.

Results
Child Data

TELD Scores
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As seen in Table 1, there was an overall pattern of high language ability within

(M:

our sample of high SES children. This includes expressive language
130, SD

:43.33),

and receptive scores

spoken language quotient score

(M:

1

(M: 115, range :
10.78, range

:

88

83

-

-

:38.67),

128, SD

128, SD

:

1

102.56,range:94 -

I

and an overall

.43). We see high scores

in all three categories, highlighting the high language ability in our high SES group. The
receptive score averaged higher than the expressive score, showing that this subject pool had a

slightly higher ability in comprehension than in production of language, which is typical of this
age group.

Total Utterances vs Metacognitive Utterances
The total utterances, which would be the amount of times a child spoke
throughout the language task, averaged at 40.1 1 (SD
language had an average of 20.89

at0.49

(SD:

74.74, range

:

20.95, range

:6

-

:

13

- 73). Total on-task

47). Total prompted speech averaged

(SD:7.65,range:6-28) andtotalunpromptedspeechhadanaverage of 7.33 (SD:

8.5, range

:0

- 22).
The on-task utterances were further broken down into different categories.

These data were also converted into proportional dafa, meaning how much of the category

of

on-task language was a proportion of the total on-task language said throughout the task. The
average proportional number of internal utterances (those indicative of an incrementalist

perspective) was 0.73 (i.e.13%). The average proportional number of external utterances was
0.27 (27%). The average proportional number of questions was .07, and the average number

of

statements was .92. The most common type of utterance was a prompted statement that was

positive and internal. This was the most frequent among 8 of the 9 children. The one outlier was
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a child that had their most frequent category of utterance as an unprompted statement that was

positive and intemal. A more in-depth view of this data can be seen in Table 2.

Parent Data
Comparison of Low/High SES
When it came to the Parent Achievement Scenario Questionnaire, we computed
the mean frequency of the responses coded as "ability" vs. "effort" for each question and
calculated the rnagnitude of difference between the scenarios framed as "successful" versus "not
successful." For the responses coded as "ability", the magnitude of difference for the low SES

was2.57 (successful

M:

4.86, SD

:

.38; unsuccessful

magnitude of difference was 0.78 (successful

M:

M:2.29,5D:

4.I1, SD

:

.76) and the high SES

.78; unsuccessful

M:3.33,

SD

:

r.22).
For the responses coded as 'oeffort" questions, the low SES had a magnitude of difference

of 0.00 (successful

M:

4.14, SD

:

I.46; unsuccessful M:4.14, SD : .69), indicating no

difference, though high variability. The high SES group had a difference of 0.I
4.33, SD

: .ll; unsuccessful M :

4.44,

SD:

I

(successful

M:

.53). When it came to parents' causal explanations

for the type types of results ("successful/unsuccessful"), the magnitude of difference for the low
SES group was, again, 0.00 (successful

M : 3.29, SD :

.76; unsuccessful

.76).he high SES group hada difference of 0.25 (successful

M:3.00, SD:

1.32).

M :3.29, SD

M:3.25, SD:

:

1.28; unsuccessful
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When computing correlations among our independent and dependent data, it was found
that parent questions are predictive of children's metacognitive language
percentage of explained variance

:

children's metacognitive language

(r:

.704, p < .05,

.496). Parent statements were not found to be predictive

(r:

.249,p < .26).It was also found that parent questions

predict patterns in their children's own questions (r

:

though none significantly predict their statements (r

:

found to be correlated with children's own statements

.588, p < .05,
-.427 , p

(r:

R:

.346) and negatively,

< .13). Parent statements were not

-.300, p < .22). Parents' use

questions were also correlated with children's language ability (TELD total quotient, r

< .05, percentage of explained variance

of

:

.482; TELD spoken quotient

r:

of

:

.676, p < .05,

.694, p

R:

.457). Parent questions also correlated with the children's use of External/Internal coded
language (External,r

:

.78I, p < .01,

R:

.609; Internal

r:

-.824, p < .01,

R:

.679). The

inverse set of correlations may be due to the fact that more of one type of coded language would
lead to less of the other (as in a zero-sum relationship). It was also found that parents'
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proportional talk that was coded as Entity was predictive of children's metacognitive language (r

:

.653, p < .05,

Ft':

.426).

Qualitative Results from the Child Task Reflection Questions
The list of questions can be found in Appendix C, and the verbatim questions and
responses can be found in Table 3. When asked

if it was a hard game, six of the nine children

said'oyes," and the other three said "no." When asked why or why not the game was hard, three
had internal responses, four had external responses, and two did not answer, or the question was

omitted. When asked if they tried hard, seven of the nine said "yes," one said "not really," and
the last child was not asked this question. Then they were asked if they did a good job, to which

all nine said "yes." When asked why, six had internal responses, one had an external response,
and two replied that they

didn't know.

The final two questions were open-ended, the first being what it means to do a good job
and the second being what

it means to be smart. The children's answers can be found in the

table. The answers ranged drastically, so each individual response has been provided.

Discussion

Qualitative Data
Because the qualitative data have a low N, the responses have a lot of variability.
Because the questions are linked as a function of child responses,

it is challenging to make any

firm conclusions or analyses from these questions. But they are telling just the same, and provide
some very interesting preliminary data for further exploration in future planned research. Despite

the fact that six of the nine children believed that the game was difficult, they all believed that
they did a good job, and all but two felt that they tried really hard. So, despite the fact that it was
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challenging, they still felt that they did well on the task; and out of those who answered the
question about why they did a good job, six of the seven had internal reasons. This shows that
the success on the task was not as relevant to what would be considered a good job. Because the
task included"impossible" Trsh, it was not possible for any of the children to collect all of the

fish, but they were all able to catch at least one, and may have viewed that as success.
When it came to their answers about what it means to do a good job and what it means to
be smart, these varied greatly. Some felt that being smart meant doing a good job. Others felt that

doing a good job meant to be proud. Thus, among children of this age group these results may
reveal only emergent ability to conceptualize cause-and-effect around efficacy and'osuccess."
Some of the answers for what it means to be smart should be mentioned individually.
One child said being smart meant that you think of things and remember what they are,tacitly

invoking their own metacognitive reasoning. Another said it means to be happy, suggesting a
reversal of the adult concept of cause ("success") leading to an affective state (outcome). One

child said that "smart" is if you haven't tried something, but you already know what to do
--another clear example of emergent advanced metacognition. These responses to me say that
children have their own concepts of what success, achievement, and intelligence mean. They

might not line up with their parents' or teachers' views, or they might. Because this is such a
small sample size and is only a population of high SES students, it is important that more work is
done to ask these questions and compare the results. However, as individual cases they provide

very powerful prima-facie evidence ("face-validity"), indicating the possibility for advanced
mental-state reason abilities.
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Parent Data
Due to the low N of parent data, we can only report preliminary trends rather than

statistically significant data. However, based on the magnitude of difference analysis, we can see
that low SES parents increased their emphasis on ability, when their child was successful, much
more than high SES parents. We can also see that both sets of parents had little change in
emphasis on effort from low to high success. High SES parents were, however, more likely to
increase their questions about explanations for the outcome when the child succeeded rather than

when they did not. This may have important implications for the relationship with metacognitive
language between parents and children - this may show preliminary trends with high SES parents

wanting their child to think about what led to their success and low SES parents reminding their

children of their ability when there is success.

P arent/Child

Interactions

The finding that parent questions are predictive of metacognitive language
suggests, at least in our High-SES families, reciprocal socialization. Because these are purely

correlational data, we are unsure of which direction is causal, and as suggested in the literature
described earlier, the causality is likely bidirectional, depending on context. The use of questions

may help form children's intellectual and/or linguistic development, and/or children who are

bright or precocious may elicit more questions from parents. This is precisely where SES
differences may emerge. Thompson and Williams (2014), for example, documented a trend

of

lower ability to effectively respond to children's emergent private speech and metacognitive
questions among low SES families. We see a similar trend when looking at TELD scores
(language ability) from the children and parent questions. Strong spoken language abilities in
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children may elicit greater use of questions. But at the same time, language ability may be
enhanced by language that requires a response.

When looking at parent questions and the child's use of External and Internal coded
language, we see inverse results, although both are highly significant. This may be due to the fact

that an increase in one would lead to a decrease in the other (e.g., more external language would
mean less internal language), but there does not seem to be a reason for this pattern. It may be
due to something like subject sample size, or it may have to do with the type of language that
questions elicit - maybe questions are more likely to lead to External language. It is a challenge

to make any sort of conclusion from the correlations presented.
In terms of parent Eúiry oriented language, it was found to be a significant predictor of
children's metacognitive language. Entily theorists believe that intelligence is a fixed trait. So it
is interesting to see Entity language correlated to metacognitive language. But this pattern may
be due to parents believing that their children have natural intelligence and ability, and therefore

may not use as much Incremental oriented language if they already believe their children possess
the abilities that would allow for them to succeed. The children's metacognitive language, that

would lead the parents to believe in their natural ability, is shaping the parent language
onentatron.

Limitations and directions for future research
Due to the fact that much of this study is pilot work, like the f,rshing game and the tools
used to collect parent data, replicating this study could be highly valuable. Also, the coding
system was created for this experiment, so therefore it needs to be tested again and validated, as

well

as being tested

for inter-rater reliability. Because of the amount of time that was spent on

the conceptual side of the project and the creation of the measures and tasks, the data and subject
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pool were smaller than anticipated. A larger subject pool would allow for more in-depth
statistical analysis and would fix issues with the all-female high SES parent population and the

missing data from the low SES children (due to school closures as a result of COVID-l9).
Future directions may include replicating and extending the study, allowing for testing

of

coding system reliability and validity. Also, due to situations with school closures, etc., we were
not able to collect child language data from the low SES school, which would have provided a
valuable comparison with the high SES children that were able to complete the fishing task and
the questions that followed. It would also be useful to test the measures used again, to provide
inter-rater reliability and validity of the measures.

A repeat of the study could allow for further analysis of the patterns that we found so far,
and further development of the measures and tasks.

It could also prove to be valuable to continue

to use some of the Child Task Reflection Questions on their own for children in different ages
and schools to see how the answers vary, and to provide the possibility of patterns that could not

be determined due to the size of our subject pool.
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Tablel-TELDData
N

Child Age
TELD Spoken language Quotíent
TELD Expressive
TELD Receptive

Quotient
Quotient

- Min

Max

9

4.4

9

88

9

94

9

88

SD
Mean
!.47
5.13
4.94
11.43
128
110,78
43.33
130
102.s5
115
38.67
128

Table 2 - Fishing Task Data

Child Age

- llin
I

TotalUtterances

f{

Mar

Mcan

4.4

5.13

4,94

9

13

¡m.fl

On Task Utterances

9

6

73
47

TotalPrompted
Proportion Prompted
TotalUnprompted
Propoftion Unprompted
Tot¿lExtemal
Proportion External
Totallntemal
Proportion lnternal
TotalQuestiom
Proportion Questions
TotalStatements
Proportion Statements

I

6

28

13.67

9

0. 3 8

1

9

o

20.89

9

0

22
o.47

9

o

23

9

0

9

5

0.61
28

0.75
7.33
0.25
7,67
o.27
73-22

9

0. 3 9

1

0,73

9

o

7

2_33

9

0

0.18

I

6

42

0.07
18.56

9

0.82

1.08

o.92.
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Table 3

-

Child Task Reflection Questions
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Appendix A4
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ü

:

::

:..u1:i' { 1. ::}.:lF.E :i!s'.e

:, :l:;

iE¡iu}:

: :.

Child Assent Script

Child's Assent Script
Researcher:
Hi lchild's name] - I have two games to play today. One is a picture game, and the other
f¡sh¡ng game. I was wonder¡ng if you'd l¡ke to give ¡t a try?

¡s a

It s going tô take about 15 m:nulês and then wê cân come back and join thê rêst of the class.

:í:(
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Appendix B
Appendix

Bl -

-

Questronnalres

SES Measure

lTr,i8 qu€ationns¡re is

lo

helÊ me ¡eBm abo$l lhe wây Fãrènl6 intErscl with theh chldrÊfi

dufB

bpcðl adivities arflind dåy and problems-solving. Flsæe r€d lfn fdlo*ing scËnarios and
qussùons. rvhrlg ¡m8gfi¡ng ysur8åf yí¡h yo{¡r ch¡ld in ttn 3¡fuåþoffi dÊ3crtbsd. Enel dfficnpll$€
phræes &re

1

t'lt.

ypç ¡rç wrfi |t|Jf crìrld
lhÊy s¡e o0lFtng. ano hershe $af5 SornethrrÐ lo od.eate thÊy maüe
'århlle
"mislåk*.'\¡vh¡l rõirld be !.ou¡ UEUå| rË¡ponËa (wordÊlshod pnraræ aru'OK)-

Àl prck-up tme s¡,Ð q$rçFl dBy. yhül
qu€cÞorrs, pf EËüûgs. slÊ.

3.

iE phryrng

butkltml, ltlllHt rþ

y0rJ

ln lh€

5

Yô{]r chlrd

ltw

saæ

trnaro

coítë

rxth

blfi¡$

såy lo encsurrg?

afld EüetrpÈrng lo buúd

s

sftl

Êsys

tìst

mlhirE

quile drmcuft le.g ¿ lall

mou€te lhefi?

if your rhild's tuildrrrg'

hofÍ¿

(wordrsltotl phræ€r degßßhng

J

lmãgne yrur trhild

L

l9l sbqjt w¡lh yEu¡ thtld

O0 ),rgu

I

IEXE

dom. hm

rvhen plsyn8

I

do you tyt*äl¡y read?

Fijalë ¡øm¿

tÛday. ûmÉt ctlllcrÊf,i d¡d'b,ãner

"

do 1rcu respmd?

ruñ owi - Qresrbm m ot¡iv si¿e
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Appendix 82

- Parent Achievement Scenario

Questionnaire

Fd

ot$ tr P¡ú t{unÞr_
0¡lt.-

Fonlþ Brekground Quertione rim ro bc conpleted hl clltrr p¡re

I Yorr Scr:
3.

l.

lVhr Lsiu¡:

_
_

Fmlc _

_
b¡lth.

Malc

Yau¡ lJatc ol

thË

Prefçr nol lo

i!}trnù'd|I"¡yeü)
plrnÉr! housthold ptolidet *hen YOU

¡¡t.

il5mr

wÊrÊ Er{m'rßF up,

-

Mothcr
Fnlher

Equaltroth

,l -Plcrrc provrdc YtlllR Fqrcît¡' m¡ntrl,'fi¡t¡incr ã¡tus ìrhcn vou wÉTr ¡n:wrng
_ Sin¡lc (nrvsr nruricdl
_ MuriaÍlo,ng tsmr Ffftncr
_ Divmoed rard bl one pssnlf

up

lhinh

-

l5l

f

ltr'idor+ 'widor¡'cr

5

F,duc¡lion¡l l,cvel of l¡ru, yrnr spriu'ce,lnnncr rnd your ¡mrentrgunnlians'
{Plenç chacL the highest lcvrl ¡tlain¡d fo¡ EAf,ll prmn

LtrVEL OF

Scttool,lt{G

Y{}ttß

Ytllltr

M(-fIltER

FA"¡'HhR

Y{}I I¡I
St¡(}UStiü¡ARl'I.ILR

Yfill

lu 7'

ml {(h¡lç 8l
Ðtr8

Ilt

h*{rml {üradc9ÍfiËll
¡rå

lûndc l2l

Emduri¡e

r

6')me

versilr srrdurle

eof
¡nc¡tdcd or

|¡AMILY ìV0R¡( INFO&UATIOii

r

Í,ITASF, I)ÍSTRIFF.(¡R NAMF. EATH FT.RS{.¡N'S PRIMANT JOB
iirxluding t¡r¡rli u !¡ur¡r¡ (N() NEED T{J NAME FLAC1Ë ()} WOru()
YOI.jR MOTHËR
YOIJ¡{ FA.l HER
stÐLrsÊ, oR fAaTNER

Ylll

l

cHH.Dnf,¡i lrr TlrE HOtrSElrOI.fi:

llo*

mrny rh:ldren i¡r lùt¡¡l srd

Plcúc

y{ru rr'spunsrÞlc l'ot'l

ùsl eúchof therr ages (yourgrstfooldr:sr):
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Appendix B3

- Parent Achievement

Orientation Scales

¡ BcriB ôf sl$enênl5 En6 guèstirfi3 ü€r prerÍs mrgtt dtrêEl lo thèir chddrên lo eficürrã8e
rhm pl¡png or prþbi.rn4olving le.g. P.Edæ b{ildinE ladrr} PlÈrBr cirde TtE numbr¡ hom I ùo 5
tü tndrcåle ¡ì0v/ Òfi¿í rf hós/ lllrGry yöu miohl såy Ú16ßð lh50B ßhhl( dboul lftê Bßt ff ôeôr8l¡ mà8nant
Bëlow Li
ü'lÊm

Éñer

'Ys

lhår1

ËxËt würl3)

are r€Êly gp+d al lhr5.- (wl}8n lhe JeÈslß ARE NOf vÉry È!6csE6tll)

¡

3

2

1

rnlt

úrt

ffiilËlt

frn

rar¡¡t

"l

# yÉ

trþd ru¡llÍ hE d s1ltliE.' {whrn ùF tltú¡Ë ÂRE NOT vrry ¡ìrcc!6Elut}
2

3
üÞùødll

rælt

nDl

'/o{

åro

.å¡ly $rod n $'8.'{wh+ñ

thê

z
rtsly

r*suls

åJ

tñiÊ.' fwiËn

h*

4
ffiølly

dld

I

fr¡t

3

tut h+ËnrEoflr{ olf
rttrt

q, ¡alrr
tlittt

{
lrúr

qoññ,

¡¡i¡n

aÞ¡r'¡

nslftr AftÉ NOI tq

suocð8sful.]

4

l¡Ðrmdlt

ÉÈll

d¡d

5

resuitr ARE Ëq. s¡rct s!ful)

håpËntcoû]c oul thål wsÉ (Fmn rha

2
tetl

.k-f¡

ARE vôr} s$crÆssfúl

f¡rlt

Èâ¡øJlt

raGl!

úÇí.rsD
Êttf

wy ûlt6'

dùðn

1

123.1

5

Itrtï

,t

rñt

'l ¡¡c yol tisd ¡rdly hrd

llorr/Wny

¡
dt¡

2

1

r¡[t

alorffwnt

dlü'
¡Þ¡tr
Yvy

iir+j
ölLr

sy rtú¡
¡lf¡ti

thrt uEy? (r¡ñëô lhe räuhs ARE vèry ¡uee¡Efi¡l}
5

mrtrJlt

ja*,
dl€ff

rY oll¡'
aliût
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Appendix C

-

Child Task Reflection Questions

Have you ever gone flsl'ring before? Well would you lilte lo trye Hs¡*'* ¡*'#
the fishing pole t1'orl(s,
You're go¡ng to have five m¡nutes to play the game, okay? I'm going to set
å tirner tlcay?

Things to sav during the game:
You wer€ close t0 calcning Onel
D0 you want ls keep tryinE?
Whål else can you dr?
How're you feel¡ng about That Õne?

r
.
r
r

After-

r
r
¡
.
r
r

r

Did ycu have Tun?

yff get?
Was this a F¡ard game?
Why/why nol?
you
Did
try really hard?
.: Whät did you do?
Why/how?
you
do a good joþ?
Did
Whal colors did

;

r

,: lVhy/why not?

How dû vor.! th¡nk tther krds d¡dlwill do?
Why?
Whal do you thinH it means to do a goCId job?
"- Hf,w do you know if you did a gÐod job?
lflneÏ do nûf respond or ufldersfand. ask;
lf I told you" "You did such a good job!' What would lhal

r
:

¡

r

mean?

Whal do you think it means

tÕ

be srlnarl?
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